From the Editor

This issue of WORK has two very interesting sections. The first section includes seven articles on various topics. The second section is about Telework Research and Practice and has been ably guest edited by Maureen Linden. Maureen will introduce the Telework Research and Practice special section with a From the Guest Editor found later in this issue. My appreciation is extended to Maureen for her leadership in advancing this area of research and practice.

The regular section of this issue starts with a qualitative analysis about help-seeking in transit workers exposed to acute psychological trauma. It is authored by Bance and colleagues. The next article is by Casey, Guy and Cameron who provide an interesting review of workplace rehabilitation service provider referrals over 5 years.

We are always particularly interested in advancing the evidence-based literature on children’s health. Lasota’s research advances the body of knowledge related to schoolbag weight carriage by primary school pupils. Pampel, Jakstat and Ahlers discuss the impact of sound production by wind instruments on the temporomandibular system of male instrumentalists.

A review of the literature on work-related musculoskeletal disorders in dentists and orthodontists was authored by Sakzewski and Naser-ud-Din.

Two articles address working in an office. Thompson, Koepp and Levine report on increasing physician activity with treadmill desks; and Ugbolue and Nicol describe an assessment of hand volumetric and temperature changes during office related repetitive activities.

As always, I look forward to hearing from you and welcome your submission of manuscripts to WORK.

Cheers,
Karen
E-mail: kjacobs@bu.edu
http://blogs.bu.edu/kjacobs/